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ALL YOU NEED IS
DAVINCI

At DaVinci Mobility we can make virtually any wheelchair to your exact
specification — that’s what we’ve been doing since the 1990s and we have
thousands of happy customers who come back whenever they need an
upgrade.
We’re also experts when it comes to motor vehicle adaptations — we’re
Motability accredited fitters of any motor vehicle.
We love to chat about all things mobility related to help our customers, so
please get in touch to discuss your requirements.
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WHAT IS BESPOKE?
Bespoke is defined as "made for a
particular customer or user".
DaVinci mobility can guarantee
that the chairs they sell are fully
"bespoke".

Thousands of our customers had
their wheelchairs made uniquely
for thier size and purposes. What
ever your need is, the Davinci staff
will work hard to find a solution.

We are the only indpendently
owned bespoke wheelchair
manufactuer in the UK. This
means we can create wheelchairs
for you, that many of our
competitors won't be able to.

In addition to this, we can also
fully customize the look and feel of
the wheelchair. The full spectrum
of colours can be chosen for the
frame and upholstery.

We pride ourselves on our
customer service, we work hard to
get you the chair you want. We are
here to give adivce on what
products will be suitable for your
needs.
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All Wheelchairs you
see in this brochure
can be adjusted to fit
you. These
adjustments are made
after your enquiry and
assessment with one
of our staff.

TYPOLOGY

Seat Width
Seat Depth
Footplate Depth
Backrest Height
Backrest Angle
Camber
Front Height
Rear Height
Setting (Point of
Balance)
Front Frame Angle
Total Width
Total length
Wheelchair Weight
Maximum Load
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LEGGERA
"The most versatile
chair in the DaVinci
range"

Starting From £2195

The simple cantilever-style frame
makes for a lightweight chair with very
little under the seat to obstruct easy
loading into a car. This design also
helps to keep costs down.

Features:
Aluminium frame ( 7020 Series tubing) Tough,
lightweight design
Fully adjustable custom-made upholstery
Variable or fixed axle
Height-adjustable backrest
Front castors 4”, 5”or 6” diameter with softroll tyres
Large choice of powder-coated colours
Hideaway or standard brakes
24”, 25” or 26” rear wheels (choice of tires)

The frame shape allows for easy
fitting of most popular powered
and none-powered hand-crank
cycles, powered front and rear
wheel attachments.
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XTREME

"Lightweight and
totally custom built"

Starting From £2495

The lightest rigid-framed wheelchair
we make at DaVinci and one lightest
wheelchairs on the market. The frame
is made from a special thin-wall
aluminium tubing which gives it
strength yet keeps the lightness
required by active everyday wheelchair
users.

Features:
Aluminium or titanium tubing
Compact, lightweight design
Fully-adjustable, custom-made
upholstery
Variable or fixed axle
Height-adjustable backrest
Front castors 4″, 5″, or 6″
Large choice of colours
Hideaway or standard brakes

Ergonomically designed to be lifted
into a car by the driver and stowed
either on the front or rear
passenger seat. Simply remove the
quick release rear wheels and you
can lift the frame with ease past
the steering wheel.

Compatta

"Folding-frame wheelchair with
a unique folding mechanism,
it folds flat in less than 30
seconds"
Starting From £2495

The way the Compatta folds keeps the
rigid frame format with both rear
wheels fixed on the same axle. Box
frame and fixed footrest this makes
the Compatta push just like a rigid
frame.

Features:
Aluminium 7020-grade tube frame
Unique custom-built folding frame design
Fully adjustable custom-made upholstery
One-hand folding processHeight-adjustable
backrest
Front castors 4″, 5″, or 6″
Large choice of colours
Hideaway or standard brakes
24”, 25” or 26”rearwheels

Once folded, the frame is very
easily stowed inside a car boot or
behind the passenger seat.
Ergonomically designed to be lifted
into a car by the driver and stowed
away easily.

KIDS
"The frame keeps cost
down because the frame
will grow in three stages,
from it’s original size
of 12”x12” seat to 15″x15”.
Starting From £2195

The cantilever-style frame makes for a
lightweight but tough frame with very
little under the seat to obstruct easy
loading into a car. The chair's backrest
is also height adjustable with fully
custom made upholstery seating.

Features:
Aluminium Frame (7020 Series tubing) Tough,
lightweight design
Fully-adjustable, custom-made upholstery
Variable axle positionHeight-adjustable backrest
Front castors 4”, 5”or 6” with soft-roll tyres
Large choice of powder-coated colours
Hideaway or standard brakes
20” 22” or 24” rear wheels (choice of tires)

The frame shape allows the fitting
of most popular powered rearwheel sets. Choice of wheel size
20" 22" or 24" with hideaway or
standard brakes. Additional spoke
gaurds can be added with almost
any custom design to give children
a chance to personalise thier chair.

Join The Ride

CUSTOMIZE YOUR CHAIR
DaVinci mobility staff work closely with thier customers to make sure the chair we create for
you, fits your needs. We want you to have control of how your chair looks and behaves.
Bespoke wheelchairs made for you, that's DaVinci Mobility!

Make changes to your chair, not matter what it is we'll do our best to make it fit your needs.
change frames, seats, handrims, tyres, wheels, castors, foot rests. whatever it is we'll get it working
for you! Below is an example of the components of DaVinci Mobility Wheelchairs that you can
configure to your liking.
SEAT + CUSHION
The seat and
Cushion's Hieght,
width, depth,
style, embroidery
and upholstery
can all be made
how you want.

HANDRIM

BACKREST

How ever you push
your wheelchair, we'll
have a handrim that
suits you.

The backrest can
be fully
customizable and
taylormade to the
chair users size.

WHEELS
DaVinci have a collection of wheels on offer
to choose from. Style your wheelchair how
you want.

FRAME

CASTORS

The castor can have many
uses, Davinci offer an array
of different colours and
sizes.

TYRE
DaVinci have a number of different
DaVinci
have
a number of different
frames on offer. All wheelchair
tryes,
what
ever
the purpose we'll
frames have different attributes.
have
the
tyre
for you.
Once you've have chosen a frame, we
can taylor the chair to the wheelchair
user's size and the metal can be
painted in any colour.
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FRAME
LEGGERA
The most robust frame we make at DaVinci, the
aluminium tubing gives it great strength whilst keeping
the lightness required to be easy to handle.

XTREME

The lightest rigid-frame we make at DaVinci, The frame is
made from a special thin-wall aluminium tubing which gives it
strength yet keeps the lightness required to be active
everyday.

KIDS

The frame makes for a lightweight but tough frame, made
from thin but larger diameter aluminium tubing which gives it
strength yet keeps the lightness required for it to be easy to
handle. the frame will grow in three stages, from it’s original
size of 12”x 12” seat to 15″ x 15”.

Basketball
The most robust frame we make at DaVinci, the aluminium
tubing gives it great strength whilst keeping the lightness
required to be easy to handle.

Compatta

Folding frame, with a unique mechanism that folds flat in three stages and
in less than 30 seconds. Once folded, the frame is very easily stowed away.
The frame has a rigid format with both rear wheels fixed on the same axle.
The box frame and fixed foot rest makes this frame push just like a normal
wheelchair.

OFF-ROADSTER /
BEACHSTER

The frame makes for a lightweight but tough frame, made
from a thin but larger diameter aluminium tubing which
gives it strength yet keeps the lightness required for it to be
easy to handle. the frame will grow in three stages, from it’s
original size of 12”x 12” seat to 15″ x 15”.

UPHOLSTERY
We are supported by Sunrise Medical and NHS Wheelchair Services to make sure we find the correct
backrest and seating for you. Other cushions and backrests can be fitted to our wheelchairs if needed.
Below are DaVinci Mobility custom made cushions and backrests. Depth, width and height for all cushion
and backrests are made to your size and come in any colour you wish.
DaVinci cushions are detachable from the wheelchair seat. The cushion attaches to the wheelchair seat
with velcro, this allows you to easily clean the wheelchair or change the cushion.

2 Piece leather
Material: 2 Piece Leather
Design: Any
Colours: Any
Cost: £380

Standard
Material: Nylon
Design: Standard
Colours: Black
Cost: Free

Coloured Nylon
Material: Nylon
Design: Standard
Colours: Any
Cost: £105

1 piece leather
Material: Nylon + Leather
Design: Line or Diamond
Colours: Any
Cost: £330

JAY Zip
JAY Union
JAY Lite
JAY J31
Designed to stabilize
the pelvis, protect
skin from the risk of
breakdown, and
position the body.

JAY J3
JAY Ion
JAY Extreme
Active

Bergamot.
Moss.
Thyme.
Teal.
Rosemary.
Black.
Lip.
Maderia.
Amethyst.
Imperial.
Nightshade.
Burgundy.
Totem.
Niagara.
Pewter.
Lilac Moon.
Charcoal Grey.
Explore.
Buffalo.
Doe.
Manilla.
Maple.
Lightstone Beige
Angora.
Alpaca.
Birch.
Soft White.
Taupe.
Rich.
Peat.
Biscuit.
Beechwood.
Auburn.
Highland Bark.
Cocoa.
Tulip.
Racing Yellow
Admiralty Blue
Celestial.
Cornflower.
Egyptian Blue
Midnight.
Regal Blue.

CUSTOMIZATION
We can fully customize the upholstery of the chair as we make our own seats and
backrests. You can choose from a huge range of colours, the most popular are
shown down the left hand side of the page. Below you can see other custom
designs'. This includes custom logo's, we can add any logo to your seat or
backrest, the possibilities are endless.

BACKREST, SEAT AND CUSHION DESIGN
Straight line
Embroidery

Diamond
Embroidery

Custom
Logo

DaVinci backrest can have custom logos added just like the picture above. The
customization ideas are endless and can add a real personal touch to your
bespoke wheelchair.

WHEELS
Extra Stability, Extra Speed, Extra Freedom

Loopwheels have developed a robust wheel with world-class
suspension that works at higher speeds, for off-road use with a MTB
tire and power attachments.
A high-performance suspension wheel specifically designed for
maximum comfort off-road when using a power attachment
Fitted with a Mountain Bike Tire for extra grip and comfort
Extreme comfort, extreme stability, extreme freedom: go
wherever the path takes you
Extreme ride quality and comfort on any adventure

Loopwheels Extreme

Extra Carbon, Extra Confidence, Extra Control

With 12% extra hi-tech carbon than our classic Loopwheels,
Loopwheels Carbon offer a sportier ride – so you can go steadier
and stronger than before.
Designed for a sportier suspension than our Loopwheels
Classic, at low speeds and primarily for manual use.
Gorgeous carbon finish and reflective logos to help you be
seen in the dark

Loopwheels Carbon

Key features:
A smoother ride on any surface
Up to 70% vibration reduction
With our colour options, personalise the look of your
chair AND increase your comfort.
Designed for optimum comfort on a manual
wheelchair.

Loopwheels Multicoloured classic
Key features:
A smoother ride on any surface
Up to 70% vibration reduction
With our colour options, personalise the look of your chair AND
increase your comfort.
Designed for optimum comfort on a manual wheelchair, for
speeds up to 7 km/h.

Loopwheels Classic

Spinergy Lite Extreme LX
Designed for people looking for a performance wheel with a unique
cutting edge style of its own that offers excellent reach-through access
underneath your chair. The Lite Extreme LX is aesthetically pleasing and
is designed to reduce weight from your chair without sacrificing
durability and performance.

Spinergy Sport Lite
Extreme SLX R-10
The SLX R-10 is a tried and true design from Spinergy with a strong and durable,
stylish radial laced spoke pattern. Take the benefits of the SLX 24 spoke wheel
and add the durability of a 5/8" axle. Mostly used in contact sports where the 1/2"
axles tend to bend the most. These wheels deliver confidence and performance
on the courts.

Spinergy Lite Extreme
LX FLEXRIM

The Spinergy FLEXRIM is a revolutionary product that is changing the way
people roll. With the urethane material holding the pushrim onto the rim, it
allows the user to push with out ever touching the tire. The ultra-light and
extremely strong material allows the pushrim to flex in and give the
wheelchair user an extra inch or so when squeezing into very tight doorways.
This product is unlike anything offered by any other company and a must
have for everyday users of wheelchairs.

Spinergy Sport Lite Extreme SLX 18 Spoke
Get the performance you demand with Spinergy's patented 4mm PBO FIBER
spokes in a wheel designed to last. This wheel is ideal for high agility sports
such as Tennis and Basketball. The design with 18 spokes provides a quick
maneuvering wheel that won't let you down if the playing gets rough. The
Sport Lite Extreme is a great looking, stylish and performance-oriented wheel.

Spinergy Spox Everyday
Spinergy built its reputation as a market leader with the SPOX Everyday
wheelchair wheel. They have been our best seller for 15 years and are
built to last. Wheels are the most rewarding upgrade you can make on a
wheelchair and the SPOX Everyday wheels are our entry wheel with a
budget in mind.

TYRES AND CASTORS

MBL Castors
Black Plastic
Colour: Black

Frog Legs Castor Frog Legs Castor Frog Legs Castor
Frog Legs
Aluminium
Aluminium
Aluminium
Castor
Colour: Black /
Colour: Black /
Colour: Black /
Aluminium
Green
Blue
Purple
Colour: Red/
Aluminium

Frog Legs
Castor
Aluminium
Colour:
Black /
Orange

Frog Legs
Castor
Aluminium
Colour: Blue /
Aluminium

Schwalbe
One
Tire technology of the highest level is fast, reliable
and agile. A perfect all-rounder for cyclists who
prefer to ride with tubes.

Schwalbe Marathon Plus Evolution
The Marathon has become the absolute benchmark
for puncture-proof pneumatic tyres on the
wheelchair.

Schwalbe Landcruiser
The Schwalbe Landcruiser Tyre has low rolling
resistance on the flats and great grip in wet
conditions thanks to its raised diamond tread.

Schwalbe Crazy Bob
The complete 'FAT' beach wheel. Each wheel
comes completed and ready just to fit straight
onto your wheelchair.
Fitted with a Schwalbe Crazy Bob tyre which is
grippy and has a wrap-around tread for added
traction.

Schwalbe SpeedAir Basketball
The indoor sports specialist tyre from
Schwalbe. Nimble and easy running with an
asymmetrical design designed to match
indoor wheelchair camber.

Schwalbe RightRun Smooth Sports
Schwalbe's entry level tire, but packed with features: Kevlar®
puncture protection layer, hand-friendly 2Grip side walls, and
Robust Black’n’ Roll tread center compound that is non-marking
neatly completes the feature list.

DaVinci wheelchairs are available in almost any colour you can imagine — from brushed titanium or polished
aluminium to the full spectrum of the rainbow. You know what colour you want? We'll make it!

Trail
riders
"Power assistance at your fingertips, let the
DaVinci Trailrider take the strain from
pushing outdoors"
Starting From £3200

Citta

Citta

Viaggio

Handcycle

"If it's cycling for leisure or to maintain cardiovascular fitness the DaVinci 8-Speed handcycle is
sure to meet your expectations"
Starting From £2095

One of the lightest power
assisted handcycle you can
buy in the uk!
Davinci sell both manual and
power assisted hancycles. The
powerful yet incredibly light
power assisted handcycle,
comes with a LCD cycle
computer and power assist
selector. This completes the
perfect system for when you
need a little assistance.
Both the manual and power
assisted handcycles can clip
onto your wheelchair and you
can be moving in seconds.
The Davinci handcycles are
ideal for anyone who wishes
to get involved in handcycling.
It comes standard with 9,
Sram derailleur gears and a
mountain drive for
propulsion. Trigger or twist
grip gear shifters, disc and V
brake for stopping.
Features:
Aluminium 7020-grade
tube frame
Adjustable crank height
and reach
Fits to most rigid-frame
wheelchairs (some folding
frames — call to check)
9-speed SRAM derailleur
gears with trigger or twist
shifter
20” front wheel and choice
of tire
Powerful disk and V
brakePowder-coated
frame large choice of
colours
LCD cycle computer and
power-assist control
Easy docking system with
stand

Ideal for the "first-timers" when it comes to handcycling. Simply clip on the handcycle
to your wheelchair, then pedal forward to get started and reverse cycle to stop.
Reliability and control is provided by a shimano nexus 8 speed hub-mounted gear set
for smooth gear changes and a back pedal brake for safe ans controlled stopping. With
the gear shifter mounted at the top of the frame, it is very easy to select gears and
keep going at the pace you want to set. If your needs change you can upgrade your
handcycle from our wide range of retro fit options.
DaVinci handcycle's come in multiple options. Visit our website store or visit us instore
to gather more information on which handcycle will suit your needs.

RIDER
Ellis Palmer
AGE; 27

LIVERPOOL, UK
HANDCYCLE
EXTROADINAIRE

Introduction
My name is Ellis Palmer Babe. I'm 27, a radio producer and live near Liverpool
in Northwest of England. When I'm not out cycling around town, I'm
supporting Manchester City, cooking pasta, or playing with my rescue cat,
Gemma!
So far, I'm 13,000 kilometers into my hand-cycling adventure and yet every
turn of the cranks still feels liberating. Growing up, I used to look at cyclists
and think "Man, I wish I wasn't disabled and I could do that". I'd see them in
my cab on the way to the office and feel a pang of envy and internalized
ableism.

How Ellis got into Hand-cycling
It was only two years ago when I realized I wouldn't have to miss out any
longer. I was doing a coastal walk in Country Wicklow, Ireland. The battery on
my wheelchair went flat "There must be a better way of getting around than
this", I thought. My friend asked me if I had thought about hand-cycling and
the idea kept chipping away at me.
Initially, the price tag put me off a bit and I think my parents were a bit
skeptical, not just because of the cost, but also because they doubted
whether I'd get much use out of it. Some 13,000 kilometer's later, it was very
much worth using the overtime money I'd been saving up. It's been a lifeline!

The. Hand-cycling Community
Yes, I have a great community of non-standard cyclist I can fall back on. Many
of the staff at DaVinci Mobility in Liverpool who make my hand-cycles are
disabled themselves - a great resource for tips and tricks around life as a
wheelchair user. There's a Hand-cycling Facebook group who I can reach out
to with any queries regarding, say, winter cycling, or be inspired by with
different set-ups as well.

REVIEWS

All photos, illustrations,
colours and specifications
contained in this catalogue
are based on the latest
production information at
the time of publication.
DaVinci reserves the right
to change any product
without notice. Please
check for availability
before ordering.

www.DaVinciMobility.co.uk

Sales@DaVinciMobility.co.uk

@DaVinciMobilityLTD

6-8 Carraway Rd,
Gilmoss Industrial
Estate, Liverpool L11
0EE
Opening times: 8:30 4:30 Monday to Friday

All Information is subject
to change without
notification. Please consult
DaVinci Mobility for any
queries you may have. If
you are visually impaired,
this document can be
veiwed as a pdf at
www.DaVinciMobility.co.u
k

